vGRID Protect – File Backup
vGRID Protect file level backups run in almost real-time behind the scenes ensuring users can
conduct their daily business with the confidence of a very granular incremental backup solution.
Leveraging the well-known and very elegant software solution from CrashPlan, the vGRID Protect
file level backup solution provides end-users with full control over backup policies and recovery
processes. It also provides for multiple location backups (local USB hard drive, cloud target or
another computer) and has mobile device clients for remote access to backup repositories.
By running silently in the background, vGRID Protect continuously protects data created and
stored on employee laptops and desktops, without disruption. vGRID Protect automatically
backs up data to the destinations of your choice, with no user intervention required. Users can
quickly and easily restore data on their own, to any device.
Enterprise-Grade Security
All files are encrypted on the device and remain encrypted in-transit and at rest. Support for twofactor authentication, directory services and single sign-on facilitates secure user management.
Secure Mobile Access
The mobile app adheres to the same security as the desktop app while keeping employees
productive and in touch with all their work, no matter where they are or which device they use.
Restore Wherever You Go
Whether you’re at your desk, on your phone, at home or at the airport, vGRID Protect provides
secure, self-service file restore and access on any network, and even across platforms.
Protect Every Device
Protect all major desktop operating systems and provide file access on all major mobile platforms
with a single solution.

vGRIDTM Protect Pricing
RRP Monthly Fee
$15.00
$0.10

Per User Account (up to 4 devices)
Per GB of stored data


All pricing is in New Zealand Dollars and excludes GST
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